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SLI Overview 

In the 2011 budget process, the Seattle City Council adopted SLI 45-1-A-2 that requested that 

the Department of Finance and Administrative Services (FAS) report on the feasibility of 

reducing a portion of Seattle's vehicle fleet by contracting with a car-sharing company. The 

Council requested that the feasibility report, which is to be used to determine whether to 

establish a pilot project, include the following:  

 

 Cost/Savings Estimate: The report should identify which fleet vehicles are best suited 

for replacement with vehicles in a car-sharing program and estimate the capital and 

operating cost savings, if any, of implementing a program. 

 

 Barriers: The report should identify barriers to implementing a program including, but 

not limited to, contractual arrangements with vendors, adopted City policies and 

regulations, market conditions for potential car-share partners, and practicality for 

City-users.  

 

 Reduced Demand for Take-home Vehicle Program: The report should include an 

analysis of whether implementation of a car-share program would reduce the need for 

take-home vehicles and whether any associated changes should be made to criteria for 

take-home vehicles set out in Seattle Municipal Code Section 3.126.010. Additionally, 

and notwithstanding the feasibility of substituting car-share vehicles for take-home 

vehicles, FAS should analyze the feasibility and potential cost-savings associated with 

reimbursing employees who are assigned take-home vehicles for the use of their 

personal vehicles for trips that otherwise would be made using an assigned take-home 

vehicle.  

 

 Trip Reduction and VMT Reduction: The report should propose a set of metrics that 

could be applied to a pilot to determine whether implementation results in reduced 

demand for vehicles, reduced vehicle miles traveled, and reduced emissions associated 

with City-trips.  
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Executive Summary 

The Department of Finance and Administrative Services (FAS) has embarked on a 

comprehensive program to streamline the City’s fleet.  FAS contracted with Mercury 

Associates in 2010 to assist in this effort.  Mercury Associates studied more than 1,500 low 

mileage/low use vehicles and equipment in the fleet, and identified more than 164 vehicles for 

elimination either immediately or at the end of their useful lives and 105 vehicles for 

re-assignment to a centralized motor pool.  FAS is working actively with departments to 

implement these recommendations, and yet, there are still opportunities to reduce the fleet 

further, particularly if employees are given alternatives to meet their work-related transportation 

needs.  Examples of these alternatives include: 

 Taxi service for short trips in the downtown area; 

 Shuttle service from City offices on the periphery of downtown; 

 Web-based rideshare service; 

 Employee reimbursement for use of a personal vehicle; and 

 Car-sharing with a commercial service. 

This SLI response explores whether contracting with a private car-sharing company would allow 

the City to save additional money and reduce vehicle miles traveled compared to using cars 

assigned to individual departments or to FAS’ motor pool.  To study whether car-sharing 

provides an economically viable and operationally efficient mode of transportation for City 

employees, FAS proposes to conduct a six-month pilot with Zipcar, the only car-share provider 

currently operating in Seattle.  Zipcar has multiple car-share vehicles already located near City 

offices and work sites in the Central Business District and surrounding neighborhoods.  During this 

pilot, the City would select at least nine low mileage passenger fleet vehicles that average less than 

6,000 miles per year and are currently housed at 100 Dexter, 800 Maynard Avenue South (the RDA 

building), the Seattle Municipal Tower (SMT), SeaPark, or other appropriate locations.  The nine 

fleet vehicles would be stored at FAS’ Charles Street shops for the duration of the pilot (and not 

used?and employees who currently use those cars would be issued Zipcar access cards.  For the 

purposes of gathering information for the pilot, employees would be encouraged to use Zipcars 

before seeking other vehicles in the City fleet.  By limiting the employees who use the service, we 

can more easily track how their car-share usage compares to their utilization of City vehicles in the 

past. For the duration of the pilot, departments would be charged lease rates for their sidelined 

vehicles and FAS would pick up the cost of Zipcar use. 
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FAS proposes to start the pilot as soon as we determine whether legislation is necessary to comply 

with State law (RCW 46.08.065), which requires local jurisdictions to mark all vehicles in their 

control with a distinguishing logo and the name of the public body owning or operating the vehicle. 

The code provides a 90-day rental exception to the insignia requirement if the local jurisdiction 

has adopted the exception by ordinance or administrative rule.  FAS is currently working with 

the Law Department to obtain an opinion as to what actions, if any, may be necessary in order to 

proceed. 

For car-sharing to be an effective alternative transportation option for City employees, the following 

conditions have to be met:   

Availability - car-share vehicles must be available when employees need them.  During this pilot, 

the City will be using existing vehicles in the Zipcar system at pilot locations.  According to Zipcar, 

vehicles are generally available in these locations with 24 hours notice.  The pilot will test whether 

this level of availability is sufficient to meet City business needs. 

Ease of use - getting access to, and using, a car-share vehicle has to be easy for employees.  The 

Zipcar reservation system operates like E-go, the City’s online motor pool reservation system. 

Unlike the City’s motor pool system, however, Zipcar has steep penalties for vehicles that are 

returned late, returned with less than ¼ tank of gas, or returned dirty.  The City’s pilot will test the 

ease of use as well as the frequency by which employees incur penalties. 

Cost-Effectiveness – using a car-share vehicle has to be cheaper than using a city-owned car..  

The general rule of thumb is that car-sharing is cost-effective for people who drive less than 6,000 

miles per year.  All of the vehicles identified for the pilot have been driven significantly less than 

6,000 miles a year.  Assuming that employees use an average of four Zipcar vehicles four hours a 

day in lieu of the nine vehicles in the City fleet that have been sidelined for the duration of the pilot, 

the City expects to save $2,170 in operations (fuel, maintenance, accident and overhead costs) and 

acquisition costs through the pilot.  Savings will not be realized if actual usage is greater than this or 

if employees incur frequent penalty charges.  If the pilot is successful and the City ultimately sells 

some or all of the sidelined vehicles, there will be additional one-time savings from those sales 

ranging anywhere from $2,000 -$8,000 per vehicle. 

  
FAS proposes to evaluate the pilot by surveying participants at the beginning and end of the 

pilot, and comparing Zipcar usage to the prior usage of the sidelined cars in the City’s fleet.  

If the pilot is successful, FAS will issue an RFP for a long-term contract with a car-share 

operator.  Although Zipcar is the only current car-share operator in Seattle, there are other 

companies that have expressed an interest in entering the market, such as Hertz, which 

launched Hertz on Demand in July 2011. 
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Even if car sharing does not prove economically or practically feasible for City business use, the 

pilot will provide valuable information on how employees use vehicles in their work .  Through 

the pilot, the City will receive trip duration and mileage information by user, information that FAS 

cannot currently track for any vehicles outside the FAS’ motor pool.  With this information, FAS 

will be better able to deploy the existing City fleet.  

 

The SLI also asks FAS to evaluate whether car-sharing can reduce the need for take-home 

vehicles and whether any associated changes should be made to criteria for take-home vehicles 

set out in Seattle Municipal Code Section 3.126.010.  Based on a review of the functions of 

employees assigned take home vehicles and the type of vehicles they use for their work, FAS 

does not think car-sharing can reduce this need.  There may be more potential to reduce the 

number of take-home vehicles by reimbursing certain employees for the use of their personal 

vehicles for trips that would otherwise be made with a take-home vehicle, however, many 

employees who currently have take-home vehicles are represented and, for them, this change 

would have to be bargained.  More study is needed to determine whether it is cost-effective to 

reimburse those few non-represented employees for the use of their personal vehicle.  FAS 

currently lacks information to assess the economic trade-offs accurately. 
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FAS Vehicle Reduction through Car-Sharing Feasibility Study 

 

City Fleet Overview 

The City of Seattle currently operates a fleet of more than 4,000 vehicles and pieces of 

equipment that enable its employees to perform a wide array of job duties.   To meet the 

transportation needs of its employees, the City provides vehicles and equipment directly to City 

departments and also manages a centralized motor pool in two locations – SeaPark Parking 

Garage and the Seattle Municipal Tower (SMT).  In addition, many City departments manage 

small departmental motor pools that are available to groups of users within that particular 

department.  All other vehicles are specifically designed for a certain function – fire apparatus, 

utility work trucks, road maintenance – or are assigned to specific drivers for operational 

purposes.  Table 1 below shows the City’s fleet by type and department.  

 

Table 1 

Profile of the City Fleet as of October 2010 

 

Dept Small 
Sedans 

Large 
Sedans 

SUVs Vans Scooters/ 
Motorcycles 

Light 
Trucks 

Heavy 
Trucks 

Trailers/ 
Trailered 

Off-Road 
Equipment 

Total 

ARTS    1      1 

CEN   2 1  3 2  30 38 

DOIT 1  2 11  1  3  18 

DON 1   2      3 

DPD 38  43       81 

DPR 41  4 94  197 44 86 132 598 

EXEC   1       1 

FAS 60  2 43  27 5  23 160 

HEALTH 184  12 13  6    215 

HSD 21         21 

LAW 1         1 

MUNI    1      1 

OH 2  2 4      8 

SCL 125  47 189  152 179 112 105 909 

SDOT 50  17 24  94 113 62 54 414 

SFD 15 7 33 34  8 79 24 8 208 

SPD 115 288 49 61 105 16 13 26 22 695 

SPL 1 1 2 13  2 5   24 

SPU 32  53 81  185 118 97 88 654 

Total 687 296 269 572 105 691 558 410 462 4,050 
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Under the leadership of the Department of Finance and Administrative Services (FAS), the City 

has aggressively reduced its fleet size since the onset of the recession in 2008.  Two rounds of 

downsizing, in 2009 and 2010, have resulted in the elimination of roughly 330 vehicles and 

pieces of equipment from the City’s fleet.  Coupled with downsizing, FAS has implemented new 

technologies to make its fleet operation more efficient. For example, FAS uses AssetWorks 

FleetFocus software to manage the maintenance and repair of its fleet and has recently added 

other AssetWorks products.  Last year, FAS installed FuelFocus, a fuel management 

information system, at three City in-house fueling stations that supply 80% of the City's fuel.  It 

recently deployed KeyValet, a motor pool management system, at SMT and SeaPark garages, 

allowing FAS to operate an unstaffed motor pool in an efficient, secure and cost-effective 

manner.  KeyValet also provides an online portal for City staff to reserve vehicles.  Together, 

these systems will give FAS comprehensive information about vehicles in its motor pools and 

allow it to operate the City’s fleet with far fewer  vehicles. 

 

Mercury Associates Right-Sizing Study 

In 2010, the City contracted with Mercury Associates, a leading fleet management consulting 

firm, to continue the FAS’ work in right-sizing the City’s fleet.  Mercury Associates studied the 

size, composition, and utilization of a portion of the City’s fleet1 
to identify further opportunities 

to eliminate underutilized vehicles and reassign other vehicles and equipment to shared-use 

pools managed by FAS.  In consultation with FAS, and based on the results of statistical 

analysis and a targeted online survey, Mercury Associates recommended that the City eliminate 

164 vehicles from the fleet immediately or at the end of their useful lives, reassign 105 vehicles 

to existing or new motor pools or to a new decentralized motor pool to be managed by FAS, and 

downsize 12 vehicles at the next replacement opportunity.  Table 2 on the following page 

details Mercury Associates’ recommendations by department. 

 

  

                                                           
1
 Although there are about 4,000 vehicles and pieces of equipment in the City’s fleet, the Mercury Study excluded 

certain law enforcement and emergency response vehicles (e.g., motorcycles and patrol cars, ambulances, fire trucks) 
due to the unique nature of their use, and most low-cost small motorized equipment items and trailers because usage 
information was not available. The Mercury study reviewed approximately 2,800 vehicles and pieces of equipment.  
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Table 2 

Summary of Recommended Vehicle Actions by Department 

 

Dept 
# of Vehicles 

Studied 
# Identified for 

Survey 
# of Completed 

Surveys 
Retain 

Eliminate 
Now 

Eliminate at end 
of useful life 

 
Pool Downsize 

ART 1 1 1 1     

CEN 15 7 7 5 2    

DOIT 15 15 15 13 1  1   

DON 3 3 3 3     

DPD 78 38 38 25 4  17   

DPR 414 229 227 197 25  6   

FAS 75 61 61 36 17 2 7   

HEALTH 217 59 3 1 4    

HSD 35 23 23 10 10  13   

LAW 1 1 1    1   

MUNI 1 1 1 1     

OH 8 8 8 1 2  2  5 

SCL 779 422 20 24 5 3 13   

SDOT 352 224 221 185 21 1 30  2 

SFD 43 32 32 14 2 15 1   

SPD 214 88 83 64 18 6   

SPL 22 16 16 11    5 

SPU 515 287 287 258 20 6 14   

Total 2,788 1,515 1,047 849 131 33 105  12 

Mercury Associates calculated that the City could save more than $6.4 million in capital and 

operating costs over the next five years alone if its recommendations for vehicle disposition and 

reassignment were implemented. FAS has been working with departments to begin to 

implement these recommendations as part of the 2012 budget process and yet, there are still 

opportunities to reduce the fleet further, particularly if employees are given alternatives to meet 

their work-related transportation needs.  Examples of these alternatives include: 

 Taxi service for short trips in the downtown area; 

 Shuttle service from City offices on the periphery of downtown; 

 Web-based rideshare service; 

 Employee reimbursement for use of personal vehicle; and 

 Car-sharing with a commercial service. 
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This SLI response explores whether contracting with a private car-sharing company would allow 

the City to save additional money and reduce vehicle miles traveled compared to using cars 

assigned to individual departments or to the FAS motor pool. 

Potential for City Use of Commercial Car-Sharing Vehicles 

Car-sharing is a model of vehicle rental that allows members to use vehicles for short periods 

of time.  Car-sharing programs typically have the following characteristics: 

 

 Short-Term Rentals. Car-sharing programs usually charge by the hour and/or 

include a fee on a per mile basis, though day-rates are often available as well; 

 

 Neighborhood-Based Vehicles. Cars of various sizes and models are kept at one 

or more parking lots or “pods” strategically located in residential neighborhoods and in 

close proximity to businesses; 

 

 Streamlined Reservation Systems. Vehicle reservations are made by website, 

wireless device (e.g., iPhone), or telephone; 

 

 Personalized Vehicle Access. Members have access to vehicles through 

electronic keys or cards; this approach reduces the need for administrative staff to 

manage a vehicle inventory; 

 

 Inclusive Service. Car-sharing programs typically include all fuel, insurance, and 

maintenance costs in a per-hour and per-mile cost structure; and 

 

 Usage Statistics. Members also receive itemized reports each month that track 

usage. For government agencies and businesses, these invoices serve as useful 

management tools to monitor vehicle use by individual drivers.  

 

Car-sharing converts the fixed costs of private vehicle ownership into variable costs and 

spreads those costs over many users.  An individual or institution uses vehicles on a 

“per-use” basis at a rate of between $4.00 to $11.00 per hour, with an additional per-mile fee 

ranging from $0.09 to $0.40 
2
. While the cost of car-sharing is more expensive than 

ownership on a per-mile basis, for individuals and organizations with low or infrequent vehicle 

use, it is a fraction of the cost of vehicle ownership. 

                                                           
2
  “Car‐Sharing: A Guide for Local Planners,” July 2008. Innovative Mobility Research, based at the Transportation 

Sustainability Research Center (TSRC) at the University of California, Berkeley. Accessed online, 
www.innovativemobility.org 

http://www.innovativemobility.org/
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Many local governments rely on car-sharing to supplement their municipal fleets. In these 

arrangements, city employees use car-sharing vehicles to perform government-related work 

(See Appendix 1 for Public Sector Car Sharing Trends).  Some municipalities like New York 

City have contracts with car-sharing operators to provide dedicated vehicles during the work 

day, others provide employees with access to car-sharing vehicles and encourage their use.  

When car-sharing is coupled with a thoughtful vehicle reduction process, cities can realize 

cost savings across the following areas: 

 Lower acquisition costs; 

 Reduced fuel expenses; 

 Lower parking charges in non-city facilities/increased parking revenues in city-owned 

garages; 

 Improved efficiency as city-run fleet operations process a smaller number of vehicles and 

older, more-expensive-to-maintain vehicles are culled from the municipal fleet; 

 One-time injection of auction revenue generated by the sale of relinquished vehicles; and 

 Reduction in personal/unauthorized vehicle use due to automated tracking system. 

 

Car-sharing also creates incentives for governments to reduce vehicle use.  In a municipal fleet 

where individual departments each “own” their vehicles, departments usually do not pay the full 

incremental cost associated with driving more miles.  Because car-sharing converts the fixed costs 

associated with vehicle use into variable costs, departments have an incentive to budget vehicle 

use.  Departments receive monthly statements that illustrate who was driving, on what days, and 

for how long.  These detailed invoices – tracking vehicle use and who was driving a vehicle at a 

particular point in time – can act as a powerful management tool that fosters accountability.  

When employees know that their driving patterns are monitored, the amount of unauthorized 

miles driven drop considerably.
3
 In addition, the detailed invoicing enables governments to 

budget more precisely for vehicle use.  Managers can evaluate the number of trips that employees 

take and more accurately quantify vehicle demand, as opposed to simply cutting the number of 

vehicles in the fleet. 

Car-Sharing Market Overview 

As more individuals, businesses, and governments look to car-sharing to meet their transportation 

needs, the industry is evolving.  Car-sharing services are provided by multiple car-sharing 

organizations throughout the country and tend to be located in areas with commercial activity and 

                                                           
3
 When the City of Philadelphia implemented a car-sharing operation, it charged each department for its own car-sharing 

trips. When individual employees knew that their vehicle use was monitored and departmental managers were held 
accountable for vehicle use by their employees, department vehicle usage dropped 50 percent. 
http://www.mayorsinnovation.org/pdf/PhiladelphiaFleetManagement.pdf  
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dense residential populations to tap business use during the week and residential use in the 

evenings and on weekends.  Appendix 2 provides a summary of current providers in the 

car-share market.  In the early 2000s, most car-sharing operators in the United States were 

founded as independent non-profits, often supported by government grant funding.  While many 

of these non-profits have since ceased operations, those still operating are major players in some 

of the country’s largest markets – Chicago, the San Francisco Bay Area, and Philadelphia. These 

non-profit operators generally retain a regional market presence, competing side-by-side with 

for-profit car-sharing operators. 

The for-profit operators compete in multiple national and international markets.  In late 2007, the 

largest two for-profit car-sharing operators in North America – Zipcar and Flexcar – merged into 

one company, with the new company retaining the “Zipcar” name.  While Zipcar currently 

dominates the market with more than 575,000 members and 8,500 vehicles in more than 50 cities 

in North America and the U.K., several car-rental companies, Hertz, Enterprise, and U-haul, have 

created separate car-sharing subsidiaries, providing additional market competition.  Automotive 

manufacturers have also entered the car-sharing market.  Car2go – a subsidiary of 

German-based Daimler AG – launched in Austin, Texas in 2009. More recently, VW launched 

Quicar in Hanover, Germany and BMW launched DriveNow in Munich.   

Both Car2go and DriveNow offer a different service model than most other car-sharing 

companies.  Each program places hundreds of cars in a large urban area and allows them to be 

used by the minute.  Instead of making reservations, members simply go on the Internet or smart 

phone to find the closest vehicle and then use their member cards to unlock and start vehicles. 

Trips can be taken to any destination -- just like traditional car-sharing -- but vehicles do not have 

to be returned to any specific location because the vehicles don't have a specific home location 

(they just have to be returned to a legal parking space within the car-sharing provider’s operating 

area).   

Seattle Car-Sharing Market 

While there is potential for other entrants in the Seattle market particularly amongst rental car 

companies like Hertz that are eager to establish a Seattle car-sharing presence, Zipcar is 

currently the only car-sharing company operating in Seattle.  The City of Seattle was an early 

supporter of Flexcar, which merged with Zipcar in 2007.  Flexcar was founded in 1999 as a 

public/private partnership supported by King County and the City of Seattle.  The City supported 

Flexcar by helping to locate on- and off-street parking spaces, and providing marketing 

assistance.  As part of the 2002 budget process, the Mayor proposed contracting with Flexcar to 

provide 50 hours a month per location of car-sharing use by City employees in worksites outside 

downtown for work-related trips and for commuting home after an emergency or unscheduled 
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overtime.  Because of budget cuts required due to the passage of I-747, which cut state and local 

property taxes in November 2001, this contract was never implemented.  The City currently 

offers one year of free Zipcar membership to every employee as part of the commute trip 

reduction program.  There are 151 employees currently participating as Zipcar members through 

the City’s program. 

While Zipcar does not currently have any commercial car-sharing competition in Seattle, the City’s 

own motor pool is an effective car-sharing program, which provides somewhat comparable 

service to what Zipcar could offer City employees.  The motor pool is located in two locations - 

SMT and SeaPark garages – and is accessible through an automated reservation and key 

dispatch system.  The motor pool currently has the following 60 vehicles available for shared use: 

  

Table 3 

Vehicles in the FAS Motor Pool by Type 

   

Vehicle Type SMT SeaPark 

Prius Hybrid 23 26 

Camry Hybrid 2  

Standard Mid-Size  1 

Hybrid SUV 4x4 1 3 

Passenger Vans  4 

Total 26 34 

 

In preparing a response to this Council SLI, FAS conducted a comparative analysis between the 

costs of using the City motor pool and the costs of using Zipcar.  The following table shows the 

variable costs of using subcompact and compact/midsize sedans in the City motor pool and the cost 

to use Zipcar for the exact same profile (vehicles, miles, hours, days) of City motor pool trips.  The 

data is a recent snapshot (May 2011) of City motor pool use and reflects general monthly motor pool 

activity.  This analysis indicates that this particular car-sharing company, using standard advertised 

rates, is not as cost-effective as the City motor pool.   
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Table 4 

May 2011 costs to use City Motor Pool and Zipcar (subcompacts and midsize sedans only) 

 

 
# of Reservations 

 

 
City Motor Pool Costs 

 
Zipcar Costs 

1,444* 
 

$ 38,918.42**  $ 46,372.08 *** 

* These 1,444 reservations represented 32,625 miles travelled, 3,727 hours of use, and 116 reservations that had a full day 
charge. 
** Motor pool rates :$15 minimum charge, $5.25 -$5.75/hour, $42-46/day, $0.30-0.35/mile 
** *Using standard government Zipcar rates:  $9.25/hour; $58/day; 0-180 miles free; 181+miles = $0.45/mile  

Based on the experience of other cities, the City may, in the long-term, be able to negotiate a lower 

rate with Zipcar or another car-sharing company that would make commercial car-sharing more 

competitive with the City’s motor pool on a variable cost basis, however, because the motor pool 

cars, which are driven an average of 8,059 miles per year, are so heavily used, these vehicles are 

not the best candidates for replacement with a commercial car-sharing vehicle.  According to 

general industry benchmarks, private vehicle ownership makes more sense than car-sharing for 

vehicles driven more than 6,000 miles per year.  While annual mileage associated with vehicles in 

the City’s motor pool is significantly higher than this benchmark, there are other vehicles in the City’s 

fleet with much lower average annual use and these may be better candidates for car-sharing.  

Even after FAS works with departments to reduce the fleet based on the Mercury Associates’ 

recommendations, there will remain a number of low-use passenger vehicles under department 

control. The following table shows Mercury Associates’ recommendation for subcompact and 

compact/mid-size sedans in the City fleet.  Of the 711 sedans in the fleet, 263 were targeted for 

surveys because, based on operating statistics, they appeared to be low mileage, low use vehicles. 

Using survey information, Mercury Associates recommended eliminating 25 of these vehicles 

immediately and two at the end of their useful lives.  Mercury Associates recommended retaining 

the remainder of these vehicles. 
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Table 5 

Mercury Associates Recommendations for surveyed vehicles 

 (subcompacts and compact/ midsize sedans only) 

 

    Recommendation 

 Total Vehicle 

Type in Fleet 

 Target 

Survey 

Completed 

Survey 

Retain Pool Monitor Do Not 

Replace 

Eliminate 

Compact/Mid-size 

Sedans 

458 158 101 81 10 5 1 4 

Subcompact 

Sedan 

253 105 75 38 10 5 1 21 

Total 711 263 176 119 20 10 2 25 

FAS believes that more vehicles can be eliminated if employees have viable alternatives to meet 

their work-related transportation needs.  For employees who travel to and from satellite work 

locations and do not need to transport a lot of equipment from one location to another to do their 

jobs, a commercial car-sharing service may be a cost-effective alternative.  In crafting parameters 

for a pilot, FAS looked for a nexus between City employees who might be most successful in using 

a car-sharing service and locations where Zipcar already had vehicles.  

Targeted Vehicles for City Car-Sharing Pilot 

FAS used data collected through the Mercury Associates study to target passenger vehicles with 

less than 6,000 miles per year in the City fleet that are parked near the Civic Center Campus, South 

Lake Union and the International District with the goal of identifying nine vehicles to sideline during 

the pilot.  These locations meet the criteria for successful car-sharing locations – they all are near 

other commercial activity and dense residential populations.  Furthermore, Zipcar currently has 

multiple cars in the proposed locations.  
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The following maps show where Zipcars are located in comparison to city offices and worksites:  

 

South Lake Union (near 100 Dexter Avenue N, Parks Headquarters) – 4 cars 

International District – near RDA Building (Parks) and Charles Street (SDOT) – 4 cars (2 not shown 

at Uwajimaya Shopping Center) 
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Central Business District (near Civic Center Campus) – 12 cars 

 

FAS used Mercury Associates’ survey information to determine whether the users of low-mileage 

vehicles in these locations needed to transport a lot of equipment between work locations.  After 

eliminating those vehicles, FAS produced the following list: 

Table 7  -Pilot Candidate Vehicles 

 

Location Dept Make Model Year Asset 
ID 

Mercury 
recommendation 

Recent 
12 month 
use 

Average 
Annual 
Use 

SeaPark SDOT DODG NEON 2002 21544 Investigate 4,058 2,508 

SMT Garage SDOT DODG NEON 2002 21542 Retain 1,852 4,883 

SMT Garage SDOT DODG NEON 2002 21631 Investigate 3,365 3,585 

SMT Garage SDOT DODG NEON 2003 31581 Retain 2,042 3241 

SMT Garage FAS DODG STRATUS 2005 52193 Pool/Eliminate 1,995 2,740 

SMT Garage FAS FORD FOCUS 2005 51157 Monitor 1,986 1,239 

SMT Garage FAS FORD FOCUS 2005 51613 Pool/Eliminate 2,175 2,459 

100 Dexter PARKS TOYT PRIUS 2001 12338 Retain 2,175 2,454 

100 Dexter PARKS TOYT PRIUS 2003 31874 Retain 2,641 3,200 

100 Dexter PARKS HONDA CIVICGX 2001 11421 Eliminate 1,132 1,881 

RDA PARKS TOYT PRIUS 2001 11852 Retain 3,753 2,778 

RDA PARKS TOYT PRIUS 2001 12090 Retain 3,947 5,249 

RDA PARKS TOYT PRIUS 2006 61844 Retain 750 1,101 

RDA PARKS HONDA CIVICGX 2001 11596 Retain 1,639 4,601 

RDA PARKS HONDA CIVICGX 2001 PK2461 Retain 886 4,696 
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FAS proposes to select nine of the vehicles identified above (or other vehicles if some of these 

prove impractical) and store them at FAS’s Charles Street shops for the duration of the pilot. FAS 

would establish a corporate Zipcar account and employees who currently use the sidelined cars 

would be issued Zipcar access cards.  By limiting the employees who use the service, we can more 

easily track how their vehicle usage during the pilot compares to their prior usage of the City fleet.  

For the duration of the pilot, FAS would receive and pay all Zipcar bills and departments would  

continue to pay lease rates on sidelined vehicles. 

For the purpose of information-gathering for the pilot, we intend to ask these employees, who would 

be able to use any car in the Zipcar system, to use Zipcar vehicles as a first resort for their City 

transportation needs.  As a backup, they will be able to use vehicles in the City’s motor pool and as 

well as other available vehicles in their departments.  Although using Zipcar vehicles as a first 

resort may not ultimately prove to be the most cost-effective strategy, frequent use of Zipcar 

vehicles in the pilot will give us the best information about the potential issues related to City 

employee use of commercial car-sharing services.  

 

FAS proposes to evaluate the pilot by surveying participants at the beginning and end of the 

pilot and comparing Zipcar usage to the prior usage of the sidelined cars in the City’s fleet.  The 

survey information together with the usage information should allow FAS to estimate any 

changes in number of trips and vehicle miles driven. 

 

Regardless of whether car-sharing proves economically or practically feasible, the pilot will 

provide valuable information on how employees use vehicles in their work. Zipcar will provide 

the City with trip duration and mileage by user, information that FAS cannot currently track for 

any vehicles outside the City’s motor pool.  This information will inform issues to address if we 

seek a long-term contract with a car-share operator and provide additional information about 

how to deploy the existing City fleet.  

FAS proposes to start the pilot as soon as we determine whether legislation is necessary to comply 

with State law (RCW 46.08.065), which requires local jurisdictions to mark all vehicles in their 

control with a distinguishing logo and the name of the public body owning or operating the vehicle. 

The code provides a 90-day rental exception to the insignia requirement if the local jurisdiction 

has adopted the exception by ordinance or administrative rule.  FAS staff are currently working 

with the Law Department to determine what actions, if any, are necessary to achieve legal 

compliance. We are also working with labor relations to address any employee concerns about 

outsourcing. 
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Anticipated Savings from Proposed Pilot 

If the City sidelines nine vehicles and participating employees use an average of four Zipcar 

vehicles four hours a workday at $9.25 per hour over the course of a year, we would expect savings 

of $4,340 annually or about $2,170 in operations (fuel, maintenance, accident and overhead costs) 

and acquisition costs over the course of the pilot (See Appendix 4 for assumptions).  This assumes 

the Zipcar membership fee of $25 per employee is waived for the pilot and that the City does not 

receive any one-time revenue from auctioning the vehicles.   

This also assumes that employees are able to avoid numerous surcharges and penalties normally 

associated with using Zipcars.  There is a $50 late fee for each hour late, $20 fee for leaving the 

tank less than ¼ full, $50 vehicle retrieval fee if the vehicle is left at the wrong location, and $50 

cleaning fee if the vehicle is left dirty.  If employees frequently incur these fees, it won’t make 

economic sense to use a car-sharing service.  

 

 

Table 8 

Anticipated savings from replacing nine vehicles in the City Fleet with Zipcars 

 

Costs/Savings  Annual Cost 

per Vehicle  

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Operating Cost Savings       

  Maintenance and Repair  $924   $8,316   $8,524   $8,737   $8,955   $9,179  

  Overhead  $324   $2,916   $2,989   $3,064   $3,140   $3,219  

  Accidents  $338   $3,038   $3,113   $3,191   $3,271   $3,353  

  Fuel   $468   $4,213   $4,319   $4,427   $4,537   $4,651  

Operating Cost Subtotal  $2,054   $18,483   $18,945   $19,419   $19,904   $20,402  

Acquisition Costs Savings  $2,540  $22,857   $23,429   $24,014   $24,615   $25,230  

Auction Revenue    $-        

Subtotal  $4,593   $41,340   $42,374   $43,433   $44,519   $45,632  

New Alternative Transportation Costs       

  Car-sharing   $37,000   $37,925   $38,873   $39,845   $40,841  

  Vehicle Stipends  $ $ $ $ $ 

  Parking Subsidy  $ $ $ $ $ 

Subtotal   $37,000   $37,925   $38,873   $39,845   $40,841  

Net Savings  $4,340  $4,449   $4,560  $ 4,674  $4,791  

Cumulative five year net savings  $22,813     
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Realized savings may also vary according to changes in underlying assumptions.  For example, if 

the City can negotiate an hourly rate lower than $9.25, the City will experience greater cost savings. 

Further, if utilization by City employees exceeds or trails an average of four hours per work day, 

realized savings may increase or decrease accordingly. 

Key Factors for Success and Barriers to Implementation 

For car-sharing to be an effective alternative transportation option for city employees, the following 

conditions have to be met:   

Availability - car-share vehicles must be available when employees need them.  During this pilot, 

the City will be using existing vehicles in the Zipcar system at pilot locations. According to Zipcar, 

vehicles are generally available in these locations with 24 hours notice. The pilot will test whether 

this level of availability is sufficient to meet city business needs. 

Ease of use - getting access to, and using, a car-share vehicle has to be easy for employees.  The 

Zipcar reservation system operates like E-go, the City’s online motor pool reservation system. 

Unlike the City’s motor pool system, however, Zipcar has the steep penalties mentioned earlier for 

vehicles returned late, vehicles returned with less than ¼ tank of gas or vehicles returned dirty.  

The pilot will test ease of use and the frequency with which employees incur penalties. 

Cost-Effectiveness – using a car-share vehicle has to be cheaper than City ownership if certain 

conditions are met. The general rule of thumb is that car-sharing is cost-effective for people who 

drive less than 6,000 miles per year.  All of the vehicles identified for the pilot have significantly less 

than 6,000 miles a year. Assuming that employees use an average of four Zipcar vehicles four hours 

a day in lieu of the nine vehicles in the City fleet that have been sidelined for the duration of the pilot, 

the City expects to save $2,170 through the pilot.  Savings will not be realized if actual usage is 

greater than this. If the pilot is successful and the City ultimately sells some or all of the sidelined 

vehicles, there will be additional one-time savings from those sales ranging from $2,000 -$8,000 per 

vehicle. 

The success of this pilot also depends on good faith efforts of employees to test a new mode of 

travelling at work.  As employees who participate in this pilot currently have vehicles assigned to 

them individually or to their work group, using Zipcar vehicles during this pilot will mean changes to 

how they do their work.  In selecting employees to participate in the pilot, it is important to choose 

those who are willing participants.  Given employees’ concerns about outsourcing, it will also be 

important to work through labor relations to develop parameters for a long-term contract. 

If the pilot is successful, FAS recommends issuing a Request for Proposals (RFP) for a 
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car-sharing contract.  While Zipcar is currently the only car-sharing service operator in Seattle, 

others may be interested in establishing a presence and may be able to offer a more favorable 

service delivery model, such as guaranteed availability during workday hours and lower rates.  

The City should also explore whether it should make any changes in its parking code to 

encourage the entrance of car-sharing operators into the local market and to reduce the fees it 

would have to pay for its employees to use car-share vehicles for their work.  Several 

jurisdictions offer free on- and off-street parking as a way of promoting car-sharing and reducing the 

direct fees the jurisdiction pays to the car-share provider.  Seattle’s laws limit FAS’ ability to offer 

on-street parking as part of a negotiated package.  Although Seattle Municipal Code allows the 

creation of car-sharing zones at the curb, Section 11.23.440 prohibits granting franchises or special 

privileges to the exclusion of any other like person for parking vehicles on any roadway, and Section 

11.23.150 sets fees that range from $300-$3,100 per year for using those spaces. 

Car- Sharing and Take-Home Use 

In addition to exploring the feasibility of car-sharing to reduce the size of the City’s fleet, the SLI 

also asked FAS to look at whether car-sharing could reduce need for take-home vehicle use. 

There are currently 132 employees in the City with assigned take-home vehicles.  Most of 

these employees are in the Police or Fire Departments.  A lesser number are in Seattle City 

Light, Seattle Public Utilities, and Seattle Department of Transportation.  Many of these 

employees are assigned specialized vehicles such as patrol cars or motorcycles, not the kinds 

of vehicles typically available from a commercial car-sharing provider.  
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Table 9 

Take Home Vehicles by Vehicle Type 

 

Vehicle Description SCL SDOT SFD SPD SPU Grand Total 

4X4 Colorado-pick up  8    2 10 

4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 5 1 6 8 3 23 

4X4 Ford F250-pick up  1    2 3 

Chevy Astro-minivan    1  1 

Chevy Impala and Toyota Camry    1  1 

Chevy Impala-sedan   2 12  14 

Chevy Suburban-SUV    1  1 

Chevy Tahoe-SUV  1  2  3 

Dodge Charger-patrol car    1  1 

Ford Crown Victoria   4 18  22 

Ford Expedition-pick up   1  1 2 

Ford F150-pick up    1  1 2 

GMCX Yukon-SUV    2  2 

Harley Davidson-motorcycle    32  32 

Jeep Cherokee-SUV   1   1 

Jeep Cherokee-SUV (lease)    2  2 

Toyota Camry-hybrid sedan    8  8 

Toyota Highlander-SUV   1 2 1 4 

Grand Total 14 2 16 90 10 132 

The Seattle Municipal Code authorizes employees to be assigned take-home vehicles if they 

meet the following criteria: 

i. The relative cost of having an employee provide his or her own transportation (whether in 

automobile reimbursement or lost productive time) is greater than the cost associated with 

overnight vehicle use; or 

ii. Employees who, on a continuous basis, have primary supervisory responsibility (first called 

out) in case of an emergency and whose immediate response is required to save life or property, 

including employees and officials who have responsibilities of implementing the City's disaster  

plan; or 

iii. Employees who, on a continuous basis, are on call in case of an emergency and who require 
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special tools and equipment carried in their assigned vehicles in order to perform their 

emergency duties. 

Many employees who are assigned vehicles have primary supervisory or are on call in the case 

of an emergency and require special equipment to perform their emergency duties.  Each year 

as part of its annual submission to Council, FAS tracks the number of times employees who are 

assigned take-home vehicles use them for emergency and non-emergency purposes. 

Seventy-six of the 132 take home vehicles were used by employees for a least one emergency 

in 2010.  Of the remaining 56, all but 9 were motorcycles and vehicles used by canine officers 

who take their dogs home.  There is a long-standing practice of allowing motorcycle and canine 

officers to take their vehicles home and, as these employees are represented, any potential 

changes would require negotiating the effects of those changes with their respective unions. 

Because employees who are assigned take-home vehicles use them in emergencies or have 

very specialized needs (e.g. canine and motorcycle officers), it is not practical to substitute 

take-home vehicles with a car-sharing service.  Car-sharing services tend to offer passenger 

sedans and require, at least in the case of Zipcar, scheduling in advance. 

 

The SLI also asked whether the criteria in Seattle Municipal Code 3.126.010 should be 

modified.  The criteria, which focuses on potential emergency use, seems appropriate.  Cities 

with more limiting criteria place a maximum on the number of miles outside a City boundary an 

assigned vehicle can been driven as part of a commute.  

 

Finally, the SLI asked FAS to analyze feasibility and potential cost-savings associated with 

reimbursing employees who are assigned take-home vehicles for the use of their personal 

vehicles for trips that otherwise would be made using an assigned take-home vehicle. Again, 

many of the employees who are assigned take home vehicles are represented, and any 

potential changes would require negotiating the effects of those changes with their respective 

unions.  Further study is needed to determine whether some emergency responders , such as 

the Chief and Assistant Chiefs in the Police Department, could use their personal vehicles to 

respond to emergencies and receive reimbursement for use of those vehicles.  The current rate 

of reimbursement is $.51 per mile, although some jurisdictions grant employees vehicle 

stipends as part of their compensation package as an alternative mechanism for covering the 

cost of personal vehicle use.  More study is needed to determine whether it is cost-effective to 

reimburse those few non-represented employees for the use of their personal vehicle.  FAS 

currently lacks information to assess the economic trade-offs accurately. 
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Conclusion 

This SLI has asked FAS to explore certain ways to further reduce the City’s fleet and number of 

vehicular miles traveled.  FAS believes that piloting the use of a commercial car-sharing 

service and continued study of employee reimbursement for use of personal vehicles in lieu 

assigned city take home vehicles present opportunities to accomplish these reductions.  There 

may be still more opportunities to reduce the fleet or miles driven if employees are given other 

alternatives to meet their work-related transportation needs.  Examples of these alternatives 

include: 

 Taxi service for short trips in the downtown area; 

 Shuttle service from City offices on the periphery of downtown; and 

 Web-based rideshare service. 

FAS would like to be able to offer a wide range of transportation options to meet employees’ needs, 

recognizing that solutions that work for some employees may not be practical for others. 
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Appendix 1 

Public Sector Car-Sharing Trends4
 

 Austin, TX:  The City of Austin struck a revenue-neutral barter agreement with car2go 

where city employees received free use of vehicles during a six-month pilot phase. In 

exchange, car2go obtained consumer testing data in a large North American market. As 

part of the agreement, car2go vehicles were exempt from a series of parking fees and 

received a mix of parking benefits – including dedicated on-street and off-street spaces, 

as well as reimbursing meter fees. While Austin did not provide a direct subsidization to 

car2go, it valued the parking benefits granted to car2go at $85,000. When the pilot 

phase expired in April of 2010, the City and car2go extended their agreement for an 

additional six months. While the car2go program has been well received by community 

members and used by local government employees, it is not without its limitations. The 

car2go model is based on one-way trips – without a guaranteed return – which may not 

prove cost effective for government or business operations.  

 Baltimore, MD: In June of 2010, the City executed a formal agreement with Zipcar to 

expand car-sharing services within the city limits (RFP issued in May of 2009). The City 

and the City Parking Authority dedicated 22 on-street parking spaces for Zipcars, and city 

employees will be encouraged to use Zipcars as part of city business.  

 Berkeley, CA: In July of 2004, the City signed its first formalized agreement with City 

CarShare. The agreement provided the City with a semi-dedicated fleet where city 

employees had exclusive use of vehicles during the day, but vehicles were available to 

general public during evening and weekend hours. The City estimated that five City 

CarShare vehicles would be needed to replace 15 city-owned vehicles. The contract 

between the parties, however granted the City flexibility in increasing or decreasing the 

number vehicles in use. The three-year contract amount was capped at $413,000, which 

would have provided the City with access up to 30 City CarShare vehicles 

 Hoboken, NJ: In June 2010, the City of Hoboken and Connect by Hertz launched the 

“Corner Car Program.” Hoboken provides on-street parking for public use of vehicles; 

Connect by Hertz charges between $5 and $10 per hour of use. As of September 2010, 

the program enrolled 400 members and achieved projected rates of utilization.   

 Minneapolis, MN: In 2008, the City’s Department of Public Works entered into a 

car-sharing agreement with local non-profit car-sharing organization Hourcar. The cost 

for use by departmental employees was negotiated at $3.95 per hour + 39 cents per 

mile driven.  

Montgomery County In April of 2010, Montgomery County, Maryland, ceased 

operations of a pilot car-sharing program with WeCar. Under the arrangement with 

WeCar, the County provided $1,100 per month in guaranteed revenue for 18 to 28 

vehicles placed on county property. In April 2010, the County reported that usage in the 

                                                           
4
 This summary was compiled by PFM in their January 2011 report, City of San Antonio 

Car-Sharing Feasibility Study 
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program had increased, but the number of vehicles in use declined to seven. Despite 

the elimination of the program, county leaders characterized the program as a success, 

citing approximately $500,000 in savings generated from not replacing multiple vehicles 

within its fleet. 

 New York City, NY: In October 2010, Mayor Michael Bloomberg announced that 300 

Department of Transportation employees will share 25 Zipcars in a one-year pilot 

program. The vehicles will be available exclusively to city employees between 7:00 AM 

and 6:00 PM during weekdays, and residents during evenings and weekends. The City 

estimates that the program will save $500,000 over four years and, depending on the 

pilot program’s results, may expand car-sharing operations to other city agencies. 

Approximately 60 percent of the City’s 26,000 vehicles are considered passenger 

vehicles. 

 Philadelphia, PA: In 2004, the City of Philadelphia implemented a fleet reduction resulting 

in the elimination of more than 200 vehicles. To offset the reduced availability of 

City-owned vehicles, the City contracted with PhillyCarShare to provide car-sharing 

vehicles for city employees to perform government-related business. The City Parking 

Authority provided a mix of off-street and on-street parking to facilitate the adoption of 

car-sharing. Currently, the City’s car-sharing contract is maintained by Zipcar.  

 Pittsburgh, PA: In 2008, the City of Pittsburgh signed a contract with Zipcar with vehicles to 

be used by city employees. According to the public media reports, the City received a rate 

of $800 for each 100 hours of usage purchased.  

 Portland, OR: Beginning in June of 2004, Portland, Oregon contracted with Flexcar to 

provide fleet management services. As part of a pilot program, Flexcar managed 12 of 25 

vehicles in the City’s central motor pool. Employees registered individually with Flexcar, 

and each bureau was billed directly for vehicle use. In total, the program saved Port land 

roughly $30,000 annually (25 percent) in the motor pool’s annual operating, 

maintenance, and fuel costs. Moreover, the City saved approximately $150,000 in asset 

reductions while reducing the need for future capital outlays according to former head of 

Portland’s fleet. Since the summer of 2004, the City of Portland has contracted its entire 

fleet of 25 motor pool cars to Flexcar. Since Flexcar’s merger with Zipcar, Zipcar manages 

the City of Portland’s car-sharing program. 

 San Francisco, CA: In July of 2010, the City signed a formal agreement with City 

CarShare to expand car-sharing services to city employees. As the City retires its older 

vehicles, City of San Francisco employees will be directed to use City CarShare 

vehicles as part of their daily operations.  

 Washington DC: During the summer of 2008, the District of Columbia embarked on 

comprehensive fleet reduction program. In total, 360 vehicles were replaced by a 

shared fleet of 71 passenger vehicles operated by Zipcar technology through the “Fast 

Fleet” program. In the Fast Fleet program, city-owned vehicles are retrofitted with Zipcar 

technology, and the District pays a monthly fee per vehicle to Zipcar.  
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The following summarizes cost sharing arrangements between municipal governments and 

car-sharing operators in the abovementioned jurisdictions 

Jurisdiction Operator Municipal Use General Public Program Details 

Austin, TX Car2go Yes Yes City partnered with company for 
consumer testing in United States. City 
received free use of vehicles; Car2go 
received consumer testing data and 
parking subsidy 

Baltimore, MD Zipcar Yes Yes City provided 22 parking spaces to Zipcar; 
employees encouraged to use vehicles 
for municipal use 

Berkeley, CA 

City 
CarShare 

Yes. Exclusive use 
by city employees 
during normal 
business hours 

Yes. Residents 
may use cars  
during weekday 
evening and 
weekend hours 

City had option to increase number of 
car-sharing vehicles in use through 
flexible contract vehicle 

Hoboken, NJ 
Connect 
by Hertz 

Yes Yes 
City provides on-street parking to Connect 
by Hertz 

Montgomery  
County, MD 

WeCar Yes No City paid a guaranteed rate of $1,100 per 
vehicle per month, regardless of use. Pilot 
program ended in 2010 due to insufficient 
use 

New York City, 
NY 

Zipcar Yes. Exclusive use by 
Department of 
Transportation 
employees from 7:00 
AM to 6:00 PM 

Yes. Residents 
may use cars 
during 
weekday/evening 
and weekend 
hours 

One-year pilot program for 25 cars 
–dedicated fleet exclusively for city 
operations during business hours; city 
providing free off-street parking 

Philadelphia, PA Zipcar Yes Yes City provides two on-street parking 
spaces; rates for city employees are 
$4.95 per hour (including gas, insurance, 
and $180 miles) 

Pittsburgh, PA Zipcar Yes Yes City provided no subsidy to operator 
(parking or otherwise), received $8/hour 
rate and is not charged membership fees 

Portland, OR Zipcar Yes Unknown City contracted with Flexcar to manage 
part of City’s motor pool; now program 
expanded to entire motor pool and 
available to all employees 

San Francisco, 
CA 

City 
CarShare 

Yes Yes City employees have full access to City 
CarShare fleet, prospectively, as City 
retires passenger vehicles, they will be 
replaced by CityCarShare vehicles 

Washington, DC Zipcar Yes No City uses Zipcar registration and tracking 
technology on municipal fleet vehicles not 
available for use by general public 
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Appendix 2 - Current Providers in the Car-share Market 

 

 

  

Operator Location/Scale/Launch date Green Fleet Financing model/ Fees 

Altcar Baltimore, MD  

10 electric vehicles Launch: 
June 2009 

Electrovaya’s all-electric 
Maya 300, a low-speed 
four-seater set to launch 
commercially in 2011 

ExxonMobil has backed the program 
with a $500K investment as part of an 
exhibit at the Maryland Science 
Center. Membership + Application 
Fees: $75, plus $35 annual fee; Rates: 
$9/hour, $72/day, or $7.50/hour, 
$60/day with $25 monthly fee 

Autolib Paris, France 

3,000 electric vehicles, 
1,000 charging and parking 
stations 

All electric Financed by Bollore, SA. City and 
regional governments are expected to 
contribute up to $18M for 
infrastructure. Rates: $22-$29 monthly 
subscription 

Citycarshare San Francisco Bay Area, 
CA) Hundreds” of vehicles, 
200 locations Launch: 2001 

Fleet includes more than 
75 hybrids, including 
Honda Civic hybrids, 
mostly Toyota Prius 
hybrids and two Toyota 
Prius plug-in hybrids 

$6.50/hour+ $0.40/mile, discounted 
plans for some universities, companies 
and frequent users. 

 

Daimler Ulm and Hamburg, 
Germany, Vancouver B.C.,  
Austin, TX. Amsterdam. 

200 vehicles in Ulm, 300 in 
Austin, 300 Amsterdam. 

 Launch: October 2008, 
Ulm. Fall 2009, Austin, 
Winter 2011, Amsterdam 

Smart Fortwo 
micro-hybrid (automatic 
start-stop) in Austin; 
Fortwo cdi (diesel) in 
Ulm.. all electric in 
Amsterdam. 

Ulm. Rates: 19+ euro cents/minute, 
9.90+ euros/hour, 49 euros/day 

Austin: $0.35 per minute,. $12.99 per 
hour, $65.99 per day. $35 registration 
fee. 

e-Go 
Car-share 

Boulder-Denver metro area. 
Launch: 2001 (formerly 
called Boulder CarShare) 

Toyota Prius Hybrid, 
along with the Honda Fit, 
forms “the foundation” of 
the fleet. 

Nonprofit. Application Fee: $25 Rates: 
With a $10 monthly fee – 
$2.50-$4.50/hour + $0.30/mile, 
$49-$65/day. With no monthly fee – 
$4.50-$6.50/hour + $0.30/mile, 
$65-$75/day. 

Hertz on 
Demand 

Select cities and 
universities. Also London 
and Paris. 600 vehicles. 
Launch:  July 2011 

Hybrids are offered at 
the lowest rate and 
make up 5-10 percent of 
the fleet. 

Part of Hertz Corp, which claims to be 
the “world’s largest general use car 
rental brand.”  No application or 
membership fees. Rates start at $7.65 
per hour. Max $60 per day 

Icar Boston 

Launch 2010 

Some hybrids $25.00 application fee and $50.00 
annual membership fee Rates start at 
$5.00 per hour and $69.00 per day and 
vary depending on model, day of the 
week and time of day. All iCar rates 
include gas, insurance and 180 miles 
per day.  
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Operator Location/Scale/Launch 
date 

Green Fleet Financing model/ Fees 

I-Go 
Car-Sharing 

Chicago, IL 

Launch 2002 

Entire fleet made 
up of low 
emission 
vehicles, 
including Toyota 
Prius hybrids, 
Honda Insight 
and Honda Civic 
hybrid 

Nonprofit. Rates: $0-30 monthly fee, 
$6.75-8.50/hour + $0-$0.40/mile, $65-70/day 
depending on plan. 

 

PhillyCarshare Philadelphia, PA. 
Launch: November 2002 

Fleet includes 
Camry, Civic and 
Prius hybrids, 
priced on the 
low-middle end. 

Nonprofit that seeks partnerships with property 
managers, developers and universities. Revenue 
from car-sharing covers all operating costs. Rates: 
$3.45-$8.45/hour + $0.25/mile, or $39-$99/day, 
depending on model and weekday vs. weekend. 

U Car-share Select cities and college 
campuses in CA, MA, 
ME, OR, TX, UT, VA, WI 

 Part of UHaul. Application Fee: $25 
Rates:$4.95+/hour + $0.59/mile, 10 percent 
discount with $50/month prepay or 15 percent 
discount with $125/month prepay 

WeCar Select cities and college 
campuses in 15 states 

Prius Operated by Enterprise Rental Car Company. Rates 
vary by location 

Zipcar 275K members in 25+ 
states and provinces 
across North America, 
6,500+ vehicles. 
Launch: 2000 

Prius hybrids 
throughout the 
fleet, including 
some plug-ins. 

Zipcar (the country’s largest car-sharing network) 
launched an enterprise version of its fleet 
management system earlier this year. Membership 
+ Application Fee: $50/year + $25 Rates: 
$9.25/hour or $58+/day, depending on model, plan 
and weekday vs. weekend. Lowest rates offered for 
hybrids. 
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Appendix 3 – 2010 Emergency Use of Assigned Vehicles by Department 

The following tables show 2010 Emergency Use of Assigned Vehicles by Department, based on 

quarterly reporting submitted to FAS by departments.  Those marked “yes” reported at least 

one emergency use in 2010.  If no information was provided or if no emergencies were 

reported, it was recorded as a “no”.  

 

Seattle City Light 

Emergency Use Position Title Vehicle Description Total vehicles 

No Seattle City Light Superintendent 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

Yes Civil Construction Supervisor 4X4 Colorado-pick up  1 

  Civil Construction Supervisor 4X4 Ford F250-pick up  1 

  EDO Manager North and South 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  EDO Supervisor 4X4 Colorado-pick up  1 

  Network Manager 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Network Supervisor 4X4 Colorado-pick up  2 

  North Line Manager 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  North Line Supervisor 4X4 Colorado-pick up  2 

  South Field Manager 4X4 Colorado-pick up  1 

  South Operations Supervisor 4X4 Colorado-pick up  1 

  South Operations Supervisor 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

 SCL Total     14 

 
Seattle Department of Transportation 

Emergency Use Position Title Vehicle Description Total 

Yes Commercial Vehicle Enforcement Supervisor Chevy Tahoe-SUV 1 

  Safety Officer 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

SDOT Total   2 

 

Seattle Public Utilities 

Emergency 

Use 

Position Title Vehicle Description Total 

Vehicles 

No Director, Water Operations Toyota Highlander-SUV 1 

Yes Cedar Headworks Crew Chief Ford F250-pick up 1 

  Manager II, DWW Operations 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 3 

  Pipeline Maintenance Crew Chief Ford F250-pick up  1 

  Tolt Headworks Crew Chief  4X4 Colorado-pick up  1 

  Manager II, Water Protection  4X4 Colorado-pick up  1 

  Manager II, Transmission  Ford Expedition-pick up 1 

  Manager II, Watershed Operations Ford F150-pick up  1 

 SPU Total     10 
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Seattle Fire Department 

Emergency Use Position Title Vehicle Description Total  

Vehicles 

No Captain, Special Events Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

Yes Operations Admin Deputy Chief Ford Crown Victoria 1 

  Assistant Chief, Operations 4x4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Assistant Chief, Safety and Employee Development 4x4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Assistant Chief, Fire Marshal 4x4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Captain, Risk Management Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Captain, Services Division Ford F150-pick up  1 

 Captain, Fire Investigation K-9 Ford Crown Victoria 1 

  Deputy Chief, Assistant Fire Marshal  Ford Expedition-pick up 1 

  Deputy Chief, Fire Alarm Center (Communications) Jeep Cherokee-SUV 1 

  Deputy Chief, Medical Services Ford Crown Victoria 1 

  Assistant Chief, Administration 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

 Deputy Chief, Training Ford Crown Victoria 1 

  Fire Chief  Toyota Highlander-SUV 1 

  Executive Director of Staff 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Public Information Officer 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

 SFD Total     16 

 

Seattle Police Department 

Emergency 
Use 

Position Title Vehicle Description Total 
vehicles 

No Assistant Chief, Special Operations Bureau 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Canine Officer Ford Crown Victoria 13 

  Canine Officer, Arson/Bomb Chevy Tahoe-SUV 1 

  Canine, Sergeant Chevy Astro-minivan 1 

  Captain, Audit, Accreditation & Policy Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Captain, Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) Jeep Cherokee-SUV (lease) 1 

  Chief of Police Toyota Highlander-SUV 1 

  Emergency Preparedness Officer, On Call 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Motorcycle Harley Davidson-motorcycle 27 

  Motorcycle Acting Sergeant Harley Davidson-motorcycle 2 

  Motorcycle, Lieutenant Harley Davidson-motorcycle 1 

  Officer, DUI Dodge Charger-patrol car 1 

  Officer, DUI Ford Crown Victoria 1 

  Motorcycle, Sergeant Harley Davidson-motorcycle 2 

Yes Precinct Captain, South Precinct Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Assistant Chief, Criminal Investigations Bureau 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Assistant Chief, Field Support Bureau 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Assistant Chief, Operations Bureau  4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 
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Emergency 
Use 

Position Title Vehicle Description Total 
vehicles 

  Captain, Communications Section (911 Director) Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Captain, Internal Investigations (Ethics and 
Responsibility) 

Chevy Impala 1 

  Captain, Homeland Security/Metro Special Response 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Captain, Narcotics Jeep Cherokee-SUV (lease) 1 

  Captain, Special Investigations Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Captain, Special Victim Crimes Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Captain, Traffic Section Toyota Camry-hybrid sedan 1 

  Captain, Training Section Toyota Camry-hybrid sedan 1 

  Captain, Violent Crimes Investigation Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Deputy Chief of Staff Toyota Highlander-SUV 1 

  Deputy Chief, Operations 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Director, Community Relations Toyota Camry-hybrid sedan 1 

  Director, SPD Security --Emergency Mgmt Toyota Camry-hybrid sedan 1 

  Duty Detective, Arson/Bomb Squad Chevy Suburban-SUV 1 

  Duty Detective, Traffic Collision (TCIS) Chevy Tahoe-SUV 1 

  Duty Detectives, Homicide & Assault (rotates) Chevy Impala and Toyota 
Camry 

1 

  Duty Public Information Detective Media Response 4X4 Ford Escape-SUV 1 

  Duty Sergeant, Arson/Bomb Squad GMCX Yukon-SUV 1 

  Duty Sergeant, Homicide & Assault Ford Crown Victoria 1 

  Lieutenant, Arson/Bomb/CBRNE Unit Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Lieutenant, Homeland Security Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Lieutenant, Homicide and Assault Ford Crown Victoria 1 

  Lieutenant, Robbery/Fugitive Unit/Gangs Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Lieutenant, SWAT Ford Crown Victoria 1 

  Officer, DUI Ford Crown Victoria 1 

  Precinct Captain, East Precinct Toyota Camry-hybrid sedan 1 

  Precinct Captain, North Precinct Toyota Camry-hybrid sedan 1 

  Precinct Captain, Southwest Precinct  Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Precinct Captain, West Precinct  Chevy Impala-sedan 1 

  Sergeant, Robbery  GMCX Yukon-SUV 1 

  Sergeant, Traffic Collision Toyota Camry-hybrid sedan 1 

  Captain, Night Duty Commander Toyota Camry-hybrid sedan 1 

  Seattle Police Department Total   90 
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Appendix 4 – Pilot Cost Assumptions 

Number of Vehicles Eliminated 9 

Acquisition cost of 2011 Prius  $25,397  

Average miles per year - passenger sedan1  5,568  

Average MPG -Prius1 42.46 

Fuel Cost per Gallon  $3.57  

Number of Zipcars used 4 

Working days per year2 250 

Hours per day of car-sharing used by City employees 4 

Hourly rate for car-sharing service  $9.25  

 

Anticipated savings from replacing nine vehicles in the City Fleet with Zipcars 

Costs/Savings  Annual Cost 

per Vehicle  

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 

Operating Cost Savings       

  Maintenance and Repair
3
  $924   $8,316   $8,524   $8,737   $8,955   $9,179  

  Overhead
3
  $324   $2,916   $2,989   $3,064   $3,140   $3,219  

  Accidents
3
  $338   $3,038   $3,113   $3,191   $3,271   $3,353  

  Fuel   $468   $4,213   $4,319   $4,427   $4,537   $4,651  

Operating Cost Subtotal  $2,054   $18,483   $18,945   $19,419   $19,904   $20,402  

Acquisition Costs Savings  $2,540  $22,857   $23,429   $24,014   $24,615   $25,230  

Auction Revenue    $-        

Subtotal  $4,593   $41,340   $42,374   $43,433   $44,519   $45,632  

New Alternative Transportation Costs       

  Car-sharing   $37,000   $37,925   $38,873   $39,845   $40,841  

  Vehicle Stipends  $ $ $ $ $ 

  Parking Subsidy  $ $ $ $ $ 

Subtotal   $37,000   $37,925   $38,873   $39,845   $40,841  

Net Savings  $4,340  $4,449   $4,560  $ 4,674  $4,791  

Cumulative five year net savings  $22,813     

 

1
 Average Miles Traveled and MPG are based on City Fleet Prius averages.  Vehicles selected for the pilot are likely to 

have lower than average usage and lower mpg because few are likely to be hybrid vehicles. 

2
Working days per year equal 5 days per week for 50 weeks.  Assumes no usage during 10 city holidays. 

3 
Maintenance and Repair, overhead, and accidents are based on City Fleet Prius averages in FAS’s database.  

Accidents are based on a 2.5 year review of the cost of accidents, damage (user costs) and vandalism for the City’s 

Prius vehicles. 


